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About This Game

Developed by Swedish studio, DNV, and tested in the psychedelic city of Anjuna in Goa, Dimensional Intersection is a
transformation experience inside the heart of music. Featuring music from artists such as Globular and MONS, Dimensional

Intersection will take participants to a new reality through surreal scenes filled with interactive real-time fractals, infinite tunnels
and morphing 3D models.

Dimensional Intersection's meditative gameplay syncs with the music and creates surreal environments that continuously morph
and evolve over time, with a grand sense of scale in a physics-driven world. Dimensional Intersection is a truly unique journey

where players will lose themselves while exploring new virtual realities.

Features:
• Psytrance, Hyper-Chill, and Psydub music wisp you away as you explore a completely different reality with your eyes and ears

• Immerse yourself in hyper realistic scenes filled with interactive realtime fractals, infinite tunnels, morphing 3d models,
particles, more particles, even more particles and beautiful bloom

• Meditative gameplay using music sync and otherworldly visual environments that continuously morph and evolve with the
music as the player navigates through the game

• Experience a grand sense of scale and physics, combined with visual & auditory stimulus while observing the surroundings in
an ever-flowing dreamlike realm

• A truly unique journey where you can lose yourself and disappear into the new and unexplored dimensions of virtual reality
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Title: Dimensional Intersection
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
DNV
Publisher:
Nicalis, Inc.
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit: Windows 7 SP or newer

Processor: Intel i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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I love this application. Hope that through networking with overseas friends to experience the Visual and musical arts. Certainly,
we hope that you can hear your own music library.
\u6211\u70ed\u7231\u8fd9\u4e2a\u5e94\u7528\u3002\u5e0c\u671b\u53ef\u4ee5\u901a\u8fc7\u8054\u7f51\uff0c\u4e0e\u591
6\u5730\u670b\u53cb\u4eec\u4e00\u8d77\u611f\u53d7\u89c6\u89c9\u548c\u97f3\u4e50\u827a\u672f\u3002\u5f53\u7136\uf
f0c\u5e0c\u671b\u53ef\u4ee5\u542c\u5230\u81ea\u5df1\u7684\u97f3\u4e50\u5e93\u3002. A weird, trippy experience, I love
it.. This has really improved since the release I got on on the Oculus store . Interaction with controllers to change fractals in real
time is brilliant as is the new tracks and possibility for it to react to your own music. I especially like there is now an avoidance
zone which creates a space around your head where before your head could be thrust inside a fractal and the different view you
got in each eye was nauseating.

This is one of my favorite sandbox apps for VR - it takes me places .

I would like to be able to access a favorites list of user presets where a favorite would lock in a preset including colour pallete
chosen and music track . This would make it easy to demo the best stuff to people .

4.5 stars ! Look forwrad to this release or later on the Oculus store .. Great music! game pictures don't do justice. Experience
this awesome trippy thing. Also see Boxplosion and Blortasia.. Fun music visualizer.

With that said, in the 15 minutes or so that I had it on it didn't appear that the theme and color changed organically, it's all done
via the remotes. As dissapointing as that is, the program is well worth the $1.24. At one point, I was actually able to replicate the
"DMT dome" somewhat accurately with a certain combination of settings. ;)
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I really liked it. You can create some really good "visuals". The colors, the music , size tool, and changing attributes of the frakal
with motions all worked great.
But i have also some complains. Right now it is to limited in terms of variation. Sure you can get many different "visuals" by
combining the tools that are there. Took some time to figure that out.
But you only have 1 main structure that you can manipulate in a relatively limited way. I highly suggest to add some form of
randomisation to it. The same goes for the colors.
Also i could see a seem that was not fitting.
More options for movement (speed, direction) would also be a welcome feature.
For the music i wish there was an ambiant track. Something with a tibetan singing bowl with alternating frequenzies.
For the asked prize (5,00) i can\u00b4t recommend it right now. I bought it on sale for (2,50) and for what it offers right now i
am okay with it.
If they adress my points above i could recommend it for 15,00 or more. Randomization is the key.
I am going to change this review if something significant happends.

Its kind of a trip simulator and it comes very close... very very close....
. Excellent experience, well worth the $5 price of admission. Decent selection of music in game, but you can also just play
anything you want on the desktop, and in game hit the menu button, then "Sync What You Hear" to interact with your own
tracks.

The preset scaling is great - on one you're very small and the fractals very large, so if you want it can feel like you're flying
through an enormous alien space station at decent speed. Highly recommended.. I really love the idea of this application
(surprisingly not many sound-activated apps on VR), but I don\u2019t think it is quite \u201cthere\u201d yet as far as
possibilities. Right now I can't recommend the experience for the price, however it has potential to be something much more, so
I hope I can change this review in the future... The visuals can be pretty amazing, and I like how you can listen to your own
music and use your hands to change shape and color or even cut through the environment. There is a whole lot of potential in
here.

For me, it is only exciting for a minute or two, then it just becomes more of the same, shapes and colors, but they all keep
looking the same. So yea, I am keeping this app because I think with more updates it could become something really interesting
and worth spending more time inside. I hope the developers come back and make a menu of additions: More fractals, more
color cycling, more interactions.. Awesome fractals that you can change in real-time.. Holy moe, this looks like it fell directly
out of Timothy Leary's head. Awesome VR experiment!. Fun little audio visualizer! Also works perfect with Windows Mixed
Reality!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tljHi1PRUfU
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